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What’s Available NOW On

“Movie: Unhinged”
A case of road rage escalates into terror 
for a single mom and her son when they 
become the targets of an unstable man 
following a rush-hour incident in this 
2020 suspenser from director Derrick 
Borte (“American Dreamer,” “The 
Joneses”). Russell Crowe, Caren Pistorius, 
Gabriel Bateman and Jimmi Simpson head 
the cast.

“Movie: Art of Falling in Love”
From Canada comes this 2019 romance 
telepic about an artist who finds herself 
falling for the architect of the hospital 
wing where she’s painting a mural — 
though she’s worried he might think less 
of her if she reveals the unfortunate story 
behind her secret bucket list. Kimberly-
Sue Murray and Josh Dean head the cast 
for director Justin Dyck (“A Very Country 
Christmas”).

“Movie: Burden”
Mike Burden (Garrett Hedlund), a young 
man raised in a culture of racist hate in a 
small South Carolina town, finds a path 
to redemption thanks to a compassionate 
Black preacher (Forest Whitaker) and a 
young woman (Andrea Riseborough) who 
senses hidden, untapped sensitivity in 
Mike. Director Andrew Heckler’s film won 
the Audience Award at the 2018 Sundance 
Film Festival.

“Movie: Wander”
Hired to probe a death in the small town 
of Wander, a troubled private detective 
(Aaron Eckhart, “Sully”) links the crime 
to what he believes is a conspiracy cover-
up that caused the death of his daughter. 
Katheryn Winnick (“Vikings”), Tommy 
Lee Jones and Heather Graham also star 
for director April Mullen (“Dead Before 
Dawn 3D”) in this 2020 thriller.

Take out and Catering is Available. 
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